Salford Poverty Truth Commission EEG008
CCG Final Report
1 Project overview
What did the work / project set out to do?


















Inspire new thinking and innovation in responding to poverty, health and well-being in Salford,
within communities, business, public services and governance.
Build new trusting relationships between decision makers and those who have power and local
people who are affected by poverty.
Plant a seed of culture change within business, government structures and decision making
organisations to ensure that going forward local people are fully included in community
development and decision making that affects them, from start to finish.
Enable opportunities and create safe spaces for people to meet across their differences, discuss
their experiences and gain a deeper understanding of poverty, wellbeing, each other and the
issues that they face.
Build new relationships, networks and partnerships between local people, agencies, businesses
and organisations that lead to people continuing to engage and work together in the future,
building resilience within communities, through a sharing of knowledge and resources amongst
commissioners.
Identify and explore some of the causes and effects of poverty in Salford today as a collective
based on the lived experiences within the group.
Build power within individuals and Salford communities by bringing people together and
supporting them to empower themselves and their communities in ways identified by them.
Many of our commissioners who have lived experience of poverty are now recognised as being
influential grassroots leaders.
Enable action-focused spin-out projects through a sharing of resources which utilise the energy
and enthusiasm of participants to get things done on the ground – ideally housed within
organisations that are represented by Commissioners.
Identify, protect, value and enhance what is currently working to lead and keep people out of
poverty and improve health and well-being in the city.
Enhance and augment research knowledge, policy and strategy responses to understand the
impact of poverty, including on health and well-being in Salford
Promote and encourage shared ownership of the “problems” and “solutions” by individuals,
neighbourhoods, agencies and the city.
Support the city’s social cohesion, well-being and resilience by providing a space for diverse voices
to be heard, thus counteracting social divisions and divisiveness that are a by-product of widening
inequalities.

2. Who was involved in the work / project?
Include both people who did the work, and those who benefited from it.


The Commission process has been managed and facilitated by staff from Community Pride CIC
and Church Action on Poverty. This has included supporting all of the commissioners to maintain
their engagement, access new opportunities and progress their ideas. Financial management has
been carried out by the Broughton Trust.
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The Commission members include 14 grassroots Commissioners with a variety of personal
experiences of poverty and ill health in Salford and an equal number of civic and business
Commissioners drawn from the CCG; City Council; GMW; Salford University; Salford City College;
Salford Credit Union; Salford CVS; City West Housing; GMP; Unlimited Potential, Noonan Security,
Antz Network.



The Commission was sponsored by the City Mayor, Paul Dennett and the Bishop of Salford, Rt Rev
John Arnold.



There has been regular communication and sharing of learning between the facilitation teams of
the Salford PTC, Leeds PTC and Glasgow PTC, as well as with the Joseph Rowntree Foundation
community engagement and national research teams. Together with commissioners and
facilitators from 9 regional poverty truth commissions we have begun to explore the idea of a
National Poverty Truth Commission.



More than 50 meetings were held at The Beacon Youth Centre throughout the process with
support from their staff and refreshments being provided by community enterprise The Beacon
Barm Cafe. The relationships developed also led to Community Pride CIC hiring permanent office
space within the centre and holding more than 20 meetings at the venue for other funded
projects.



During our launch and closing event support was provided by Voice Box Inc, a social enterprise
who specialise in digital media and video content – who took video and vox pops from
participants and attendees to help us create videos for promotion and evaluation. Thanks to
connections they made through their work at the launch event in 2016, they were subsequently
hired by Salford City Council to help with their community engagement programmes and collect
community opinions.



Salford City Council departments have been able to use learning, testimonies and ideas from the
commissioners to enhance their community engagement/resilience strategies, develop user
friendly council tax collection processes, develop ethical debt collection processes and improve
relations with local people.



Paul Dennett, Rebecca Long Bailey and Andy Burnham have been able to use testimonies and
experience of commissioners to enhance and empower their arguments in places of governance
and decision making, leading to other influencers having a stronger idea of peoples real lived
experience.



Homeless people in Salford and Manchester who could not access their copy birth certificates
previously due to lack of funds can now access them for free thanks to changes negotiated within
the Homelessness Task Group.



Homeless people in Salford and Manchester who accessed one of the 500 lanyards designed and
distributed by the Homelessness Task Group and Street Support Salford/Manchester. The
lanyards detail organisations, venues and support available for street homeless people.



Salford residents who are assessed as being vulnerable will no longer be pursued for council tax
debt by bailiffs who were using unethical collections methods.
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3 Deliverability
Did the project achieve what it set out to do?
It is our belief that The Salford Poverty Truth Commission has achieved its outcomes above and
beyond expectations. We have been able to successfully facilitate the empowerment within
individuals and grassroots communities; promote, explore and carry out community led development;
nuture and encourage cross sector partnership working where everyone shares ownership for
problems and solutions; build confidence and support commissioners to share experiences which has
led to a greater understanding of the issues surrounding poverty and has influenced/impacted policy
makers and strategic processes; build relationships across difference, that are long lasting and based
on equality, trust and respect.
The impact of the commission has been on the commissioners as individuals, the group as a whole,
organisation’s that commissioners are involved in and the wider Salford and Manchester community.
The commission process also had a deep immeasurable emotional impact and has created long lasting
changes in the thinking and actions of all who have been involved or touched by the process –
including the facilitation team- resulting in the true start of culture change within Salford.
At an individual level commissioners with lived experience of poverty have expressed how
involvement in this process has changed their lives; helped them to rediscover themselves; find peace
in their journey; grow and take power from their traumatic experiences; start to make positive
changes in their own daily life; take part in positive activities that make them feel good about
themselves; improve their self care; improve their self esteem, reduce levels of isolation and
deprivation as well as change some of the negative beliefs they had about themselves and others. It
has led them to feel empowered; feel more in control of their lives and problems; feel a stronger
sense of connectedness and most importantly feel that they are being heard by decision makers and
society.
Public life and business commissioners have shared how impactful listening to and working closely
with people who experience poverty has been, helping them to have a greater understanding of the
issues, the causes, the effects and the emotional impacts that poverty can have on individuals. It has
provided a space for them to grapple with and re think some of their own approaches to working with
people and tackling poverty in Salford and further afield. The learning and experiences shared have
brought power and strength to the arguments of policy and decision makers who are now able to
evidence the injustices that people in poverty are vulnerable to.
The process has started a ripple effect outside of the commission through the
conversations/relationships that have been developed and the stories that have been shared in
regional/national media and in places of influence such as The House of Commons, Salford City
Council Anti Poverty Strategy, Doncaster Peoples Power House etc. This has led to strong outcomes
and change within policy, strategy and local governance. Research organisations like Joseph Rowntree
have been motivated (we have supported them) to explore more how national government can meet
the needs of people through processes such as the poverty truth and harness the power of peoples
voices in decision making.
At a practical level there have been some real changes made that will impact on the wider Salford and
Manchester communities in terms of councils agreeing to free copy birth certificates for homeless
people and a homelessness commission being set up amongst the many organisations that support
homeless people.
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There have been great examples of co production and partnership working coming out of the
commission process. Organisations within the homelessness task group worked together to research
and design an information lanyard for those who are street homeless that details support and help
available. 500 were produced and distributed across Salford and Manchester City Centre. Individuals
and organisations within the mental health task group have worked together to develop an event.
They plan to work with 20 agencies across Salford to set up the mental health celebration event Mad
Pride 2018. This will be a legacy of the commission that we hope will become an annual event with
support from Salford City Council and fundraising from Antz Network.



















The Commission has inspired new thinking and innovation in responding to poverty, health and
well-being in Salford, including via the public launch event in July 2016 which had a profound
impact on the 120 people who attended.
The Commission has generated a high degree of shared ownership of the “problems” and
“solutions” by the members of the Commission, who are drawn from a range of local
neighbourhoods and key agencies across the city.
The Commission has been a safe space for diverse voices to be heard, including powerful first
hand testimonies from a number of grassroots Commissioners, shared at Commission meetings,
at the public launch and in local and regional media. These stories have shed new light into the
lived experience of poverty, homelessness and mental health issues within the city.
Salford City Council’s new anti-poverty strategy has been significantly inspired and impacted on
by the Commission launch; by the key themes which the Commission has chosen to work on; and
by the experiences of Commissioners themselves.
Linked to this, the Commission has had a significant impact on the City Council’s decision to
conduct a review of its debt collection methods. Commissioners’ own experiences of aggressive
debt collection methods by Council-appointed bailiffs have informed the Council’s thinking, and
led to a pledge that they will no longer use bailiffs.
The Commission established three parallel task groups to explore in greater detail issues of
mental health; homelessness and education/learning, drawing on the diverse perspectives of
Commission members to generate new thinking and innovation to address these issues.
The homeless task group researched and designed an information lanyard for those who are
street homeless that details support and help available. 500 were produced and distributed
across Salford and Manchester City Centre.
Negotiations were made with Salford City Council and Manchester Council for homeless people to
receive free copy birth certificates to help them access their ID.
Changes have been made to the council tax collection process to reduce the possibility of
plunging people into more debt and anxiety. The council have held council tax coffee mornings so
people can speak face to face about their concerns and financial issues.
There have been various media appearances from commissioners discussing poverty, benefits, in
work poverty, child poverty, economic growth and housing.

What evidence do you have in support of the project?
We have been able to recruit, engage and support a total of 35 people during the commission,
throughout that time we have experienced a natural drop in numbers due to personal changes of
circumstance and ill health. Halfway through we were at 30 and at the final stage of the process it
showed 27 people had maintained their involvement from beginning to end with several of them
continuing to work together on various projects and ‘legacy’ ideas such as Mad Pride. Throughout this
time we have provided a lot of emotional support and understanding to each individual helping them
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to understand the deep traumatic experiences that they were sharing or hearing about in the
commission meetings. This process is a highly emotional process for all people involved. It has the
potential to become emotionally overwhelming if the right facilitation and high level of personal
support is not provided.
In the recruitment stages we successfully recruited and engaged a broad mix of business and public
life commissioners in the process, as well as 20 Salford residents who have experience of poverty and
wanted to be involved in creating positive change in Salford. They successfully set priorities for work
and divided themselves in to task groups that worked on addressing the issues of homelessness,
education and mental health.
The relationship building with grass roots commissioners throughout 6 weekly meetings between May
and July 2016 was successful and this was evident in the powerful launch event that they produced
together at Eccles Town Hall with the support of Community Pride CIC and Church Action on Poverty.
The launch event brought together around 120 people from all sectors of the community, public
sector, private sector and local governance – to hear the grassroots commissioners share some of
their real experiences of living in poverty, stories that were at times harrowing, yet filled with hope
and inspiration. The grassroots commissioners required a lot of emotional support one-to-one to
identify their experience, accept what they have been through and recognise that it does not make
them weak, bad nor a victim but it makes them strong, inspiring and resilient. The trust and support
that grew within the group, was nurtured by the facilitation team and this allowed commissioners to
open themselves up to each other and speak out loud and on stage in public about terrible things that
have happened to them. During this time we helped commissioners to revisit and start the healing
process of recovering emotionally from many traumatic things that they had been struggling with.
People spoke of sexual abuse, domestic violence, financial abuse, homelessness, addiction, childhood
abuse, mental illness, suicide attempts and prostitution amongst other things. The bravery and
honesty displayed within the group encouraged others to reveal things that they had never ever
spoken about. This evidences the effectiveness of the facilitation process, approach and values.
“I like watching how Church Action on Poverty (Niall) and Community Pride (Joyce & Sarah) work.
They have a gentleness that I sometimes lack, and they are so good at working positively at a
genuinely grassroots level. They understand that people with challenging and/or complex lives may
not follow the entire process but that‘s OK. They may have got something that they need or value
from the experience. I’m definitely taking this on board and looking more positively” Jayne Gosnall
Grassroots Commissioner
“The impact on myself since starting this project has been huge!! I have actually been quite
surprised that there was still so much to learn about myself and who I am as an individual, and this
project has enabled that next move for me. I have learned lots abut who I am and where I want my
life to go… And the support has been amazing! I never knew how intense and emotional this would
be especially at the beginning, but I have dealt with it and a way I never even knew I was capable
of.
I didn't understand how far I had actually brought myself up until the launch, which was the most
scariest, intense, yet very satisfying experience I have ever had, it taught me that no matter who
was sat in that audience, whether it be business leaders or not, that everyone in that room had
emotion, empathy and more importantly their TIME to spend with us and engage and listen to our
experiences” Laura Kendall Grassroots Commissioner
We were able to capture full footage of the launch, we also collected short films of those attending
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the launch both before and after to help evidence the level of impact that sharing these stories had
on those listening.
The increased confidence and learning for participants is evident in their individual journeys, their
personal statements and the activities they are engaging with outside of the Commission process.
Three of the grassroots commissioners have engaged in freelance work with Community Pride CIC and
Church Action on Poverty since building up relationships through the commission process.
“After the initial shock upon hearing some individual background stories from the team it has been
one of inspiration and understanding. I assumed upon commencement that I had a fairly good idea
of the issues and how to help resolve them, clearly I was wrong. It has certainly improved my
listening skills, you have to do the listening first to properly understand the issues and avoid making
assumptions. It seems simple but when you have been around a long time like myself it is easy to
rely on experiential responses without thinking too much about them. My involvement with PTC has
definitely made me stop and listen more” Paul King Public Life Commissioner
We have social media accounts that are growing daily with over 300 followers on Twitter and
Facebook as a way of sharing with the wider public our discussions, events and progress. The
commissioners set up a digital communications task group to learn how we can use social media to
have impact and influence.
The commission has provided a platform for people to share their community knowledge. This
increased knowledge, understanding and awareness of the roles of individuals and organisations
within the community – increased access to and awareness of various support groups and
organisations working across Salford.
“Being a commissioner has given me insight into how grassroots can engage with the local
community and local government to tackle issues of poverty, emotional/physical wellbeing,
education, isolation and homelessness” Letitia Rose Grassroots Commissioner
The Salford Poverty Truth Commission have been named in the city council Anti-Poverty Strategy (the
first of its kind), as influencers and have been invited into the process of developing and
implementing an action plan in the coming months.
The strength of this unique process, the power of sharing stories and the impact it has on those
listening has been recognised as the commission have been invited to speak on BBC Radio, attend
several conferences and speak at the launch event of the Anti-Poverty Strategy. The stories that are
being shared by the commissioners are challenging people’s perceptions and reducing the stigma
people face, as well as helping to start a new way of thinking through raising peoples awareness.
The bond and understanding based on trust between public life commissioners and grassroots
commissioners is evident in the emerging relationships. Having the opportunities to meet and deeply
engage with people that they would not normally have contact with and have discussions they would
not normally engage with is helping to increase understanding of what the issues and barriers are for
those in need and those in power. It is changing people’s perceptions and their daily approach.
“In the meetings there’s no distinction between I am a grassroots commissioner and you are a
public life commissioner – we have all got to know each other as people beyond the labels”
Cathryn Buckley Public Life Commissioner
“Being part of commission makes me more informed and therefore make better decisions daily. It
has shown me WE all need to be working together to move faster and more effectively, so the
impact on me as a person is the work the commission is doing. My biggest learning in all of this is
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understanding” Jen Pemberton Business Life Commissioner
“Salford’s Poverty Truth Commission has been really refreshing and increased my confidence that
people really do want to listen and work together. I guess we often get to see people working on
the frontline in stressful circumstances with shrinking budgets, and then we don’t feel heard. It’s
easy to become really “them-and-us” out here in the big, bad world. That can be down to our
ignorance of Public Life experiences/frustrations. It can also be because there’s a lot of defensive
and risk-averse practice out there. I’m definitely more prepared to listen and understand or
empathize” Jayne Gosnall Grassroots Commissioner
“As an individual I feel greatly empowered and have forged some great links with the public life
commissioners. As a direct result from a public life commissioner I have received excellent advocacy
from a welfare rights worker at Salford City Council. I spent 45 minutes talking about my financial
problems, during which he told me we could challenge my housing benefit decision. I have a
suspended possession order on my home, the backdated housing benefit that I am owed will clear
my £800 rent arrears and put me in credit” Letitia Rose Grassroots Commissioner
“I am now more aware of others and their struggles and how the system is failing individuals across
the city. The passion I have for helping others has progressed even more and I’m now determined
to make sure I give all I have to help the next person who is isolated find help and resources. I have
found myself in several conversations about immigration, mental health, homelessness etc and now
start to explain to others who don't already know where it is all going wrong” Laura Kendall
Grassroots Commissioner
Spin off projects and the emerging relationships that have been built on equality, trust and honesty evidence that the commissioners are already recognising the value of working together, coproduction and the resources, knowledge and skill that each person can contribute. Nearly all
commissioners have expressed that they are meeting people that they would not normally have the
opportunity to meet and their perceptions have been challenged and changed through this process.
“I certainly wouldn’t have visited a squat in the middle of Manchester on a Sunday afternoon if I
hadn’t have been involved, it was a worthwhile experience whilst being shocking, surprising and
actually a little emotional too. To see vulnerable young people living in these conditions through no
choice of their own has certainly provided me with the momentum to try and help find a solution to
the issue of homelessness. It also became immediately obvious that certain areas of our focus will
inevitably cross over, for example I don’t believe we can reduce or resolve homelessness without
addressing mental health issues, they just run into each other” Paul King Business Life Commissioner
I know that being part of the commission has changed who I am as a person, I feel part of the
community within the Commission. The talent we have in this group coupled with the passion to
drive change is exciting I am and very proud to be part of it. Jen Pemberton Business Life
Commissioner
“This process has strengthened my belief in true collaboration, and that’s how I want to work in
everything I do from now on. I have so much to learn it’s scary, and it’s scary being kindly stubborn,
but I really want to achieve this” Jayne Gosnall Grassroots Commissioner
“My involvement with the Poverty Truth Commission, it has enabled me to learn more about what's
going on and think of new and productive ways of getting our voices heard. I will continue to take
action where ever I can in an attempt to help others living in some form of poverty and act as a
voice for those people who feel they have now lost” Laura Kendall Grassroots Commissioner
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The ambition to create culture change within institutional practice and local/national governance is
driving commissioners to want to speak and be heard. We have been invited to speak and share our
work at several influential meetings and events such as the City Council’s bi-annual Salford Policy
Forum, roundtable event with Andy Burnham, CCG Market Place, Salford City College annual review,
Salford city council homelessness convention, Greater Manchester Poverty Action’s Rethinking
Poverty conference and a range of other events with Joseph Rowntree Foundation. Really driving the
culture of inclusion and equality of those who suffer poverty with those working to tackle it.
“The multi layered approach of the commission linking business communities and government is
not new to what I do every day however it enforces how we all need to do more and make some
radical changes, reform structure’s that no longer work for us. It has confirmed we are all
responsible for change and the group certainly embody that” Jen Pemberton Business Life
Commissioner
Did it achieve anything unexpected?
There have been many unexpected outcomes throughout the process and we expect that there will
continue to be outcomes and ripples of work that emerge from this process in the future. The impact
of these outcomes is not always easy to monitor or evaluate but we are confident of the added
benefits they have brought to the commissioners and wider Salford Communities.
Several of our public life and business life commissioners were involved with writing the strategy as
part of the citywide partnership and the experiences they heard through their involvement at the
launch made them rethink parts of the strategy. Our grassroots commissioners were also invited to a
consultation to provide their feedback and experiences.
“The Poverty Truth launch event changed the Anti-Poverty Strategy quite a lot”
Alison Page, Public Life Commissioner
Generating new thinking and innovation within Salford









21 December 2016, a grassroots Commissioner was invited to speak at Salford City Council’s
annual Policy Forum for all City Councillors on the topic of tackling poverty in Salford.
On 16 February 2017, 3 commissioners attended and presented at the public launch event for the
Salford Anti-Poverty Strategy to share the work, belief and values of the commission and make
suggestions for how our councils and agencies can incorporate this in their own work and
engagement.
28 April, fifteen commissioners participated in Salford City Council’s Exchange Network meeting
on the anti-poverty strategy, with more than 40 heads of Council services and key partner
organisations, which had been co-designed with the Poverty Truth Commission, and involved
roundtable discussions on the Commission’s key themes with both Commissioners and service
providers. This event generated highly positive feedback from the City Council in terms of
developing new insights into the potential for co-design across a range of council services.
Mad Pride: Eight commissioners have formed a committee with support from Community Pride
CIC, Six Degrees and Salford CVS to organize a public event that celebrates mental health and
brings the community together at a Mad Hatters Tea Party. Salford City College have created a
logo for this event, which will be held in June 2018 in collaboration with Salford City Council and
supported by many agencies who will take part on the day.
In December 2017, the Poverty Truth Commission won the Heart of Salford Innovation of the Year
Award.
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Redesign of the City Council’s debt recovery processes






As a result of testimony and stories shared by grassroots Commissioners at the launch event and
subsequent meetings, Salford City Council recognized the emerging issue of bailiffs and unethical
debt collection for council tax, targeting vulnerable people and families and landing them with
more debt. This included a specific Commission session in March 2017, at which several
commissioners directly shared some quite harrowing personal experiences of bailiffs and council
tax arrears with key members of staff within the City Council’s strategy team.
On 26 May 2017 this was followed up by a joint PTC/City Council workshop at which 5
commissioners met with the Salford City Council lead for council tax collection (who admitted he
doesn’t usually meet local people). During the meeting he explained the process and reasons for
the council’s actions when collecting. A mutual understanding was met and the group were able
to make suggestions and recommendations for change in the process that would reduce the need
for the council to escalate to debt collection and courts.
As a result of this, the Council have now committed to redesigning their Council tax collection
methods; changed their standard issue brown envelopes to white ones and are working on
simplifying the language on their letters. They also made a commitment to recognize the need
some people have for human contact. Not everyone can use the internet and so a coffee drop in
was held by Salford City Council, where 50 residents attended to discuss their council tax
concerns. The Council have also agreed not to use bailiffs to collect any arrears owed to the
Council for people classed as vulnerable in future.

Generating wide impact and awareness





In July 2016, our commissioner Rebecca Long Bailey MP spoke about the commission at the House
of Commons after attending the launch event.
In September 2016, 11 grassroots commissioners attended the Joseph Rowntree Solve Poverty UK
Launch in Westminster to network, hear about what work is taking place and be present in
discussions about UK poverty. This was the first occasion that grassroots people had been present
at such an event. There has been lots of follow up work/research with Joseph Rowntree
Foundation to feedback opinions on the report and share guidance for engaging, supporting and
involving grassroots people in their research more.
On 13 February 2017, 3 of our commissioners attended a roundtable event with Andy Burnham to
share our work, the values of the commission and discuss further the importance and
opportunities for co-production in GM. This led to Andy Burnham including a commitment in his
successful mayoral election manifesto to:

“Learn from experience in Salford, which has established a Poverty Truth Commission…. Our vision is
for a fairer Greater Manchester is one where everyone, wherever they are from and whatever their
background, is supported to get on and no-one is left behind. We will build on experiences in Salford
and Oldham Fairness to establish a GM-wide Fairness Commission to develop more detailed plans
to tackle inequalities across our City-Region.” Andy Burnham, GM Mayor





3 commissioners attended the launch of the West Cheshire Poverty Truth Commission.
4 commissioners were involved in exploring what economic growth means and developing a
workshop to deliver at The Peoples Power House in Doncaster. One commissioner delivered the
workshop at the event alongside Joseph Rowntree Foundation.
Mad Pride: Eight commissioners have formed a committee with support from Community Pride
CIC, Six Degrees and Salford CVS to organize a public event that celebrates mental health and
brings the community together at a Mad Hatters Tea Party. Salford City College have created a
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logo for this event, which will be held in June 2018 in collaboration with Salford City Council and
supported by many agencies who will take part on the day.
4 Commissioners set up a digital communications task group to look at the most creative and
understandable ways of sharing our experiences with the wider community. 13 meetings were
held away from the commission meetings and several blogs and videos were created by the
group. The group also created videos with Capture North and VoiceBox Inc. 1 commissioner
loaned the group 4 Ipads to help them capture the impact and journey.
2 people attended MadLab community training to learn how to blog and use word press.
2 people attended The Sound Delivery Social Media Exchange 2017 in London as delegates from
Joseph Rowntree Foundation – to learn more about using social media to share powerful stories
and impact change. There is a collection of images that can be found on Instagram using
#salfordpovertytruthcommission #SMEX17 and on our Facebook page Salford Poverty Truth
Commission. This has led to the beginning of new relationships between Sound Delivery and The
Salford Poverty Truth Commission.
In September 2017, five commissioners attended a 2 day national poverty truth gathering in
Leeds to explore the power and impact of the process and look at ideas of a national poverty
truth commission.

The importance of informal support and solidarity




1 commissioner supported another commissioner who was experiencing homelessness to access
rented accommodation.
1 commissioner provided some electrical equipment for another commissioner who was living in
temporary accommodation.
1 commissioner has arranged food parcels and new trainers for another commissioner who is an
asylum seeker in temporary accommodation.

Our facilitation team were able to support a grassroots commissioner who was experiencing difficulty
in their personal life. She was going through court with her children being put up for a protection
order and had no support. We were able to help her write her own response to allegations made
against her and attend the hearing on the day to provide moral support. The support being provided
was recognized and addressed by the judge who commended us for the way we were engaging. Other
commissioners and the facilitation team were able to provide support and advice for a number of
months after the hearing to help them accept the decision and look at how to move forward
positively. The trust, understanding and compassion shown within the commission was very powerful
and made a big difference to this person’s life at the time.
“The only time I feel proud of myself is when I’m here”
Sarah Broome Grassroots Commissioner
Our facilitation team and the commission were able to provide signposting advice and moral support
for another commissioner who was experiencing homelessness and mental health issues. The way the
commissioners rally around with ideas and offers of support is very inspiring. So far we have been
able to support our commissioner into temporary housing whilst they appeal against their housing
decision.
“I’d be dead now if it wasn’t for Church Action on Poverty and Community Pride – you have helped
me more than any of the people who are paid to help me. The barriers that are constantly put in
front of me prove the dire need for urgent social reform”
Patrick Phillpott Grassroots Commissioner
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4 Outcomes and impact
What did you do that worked, and why?
The approach of the facilitation team is one that enables the commissioners to really engage, be
heard and have control over the process and its outcomes. By using large circles for group discussions,
sharing food together and allowing people to really be honest without judgement we are creating a
meeting space that is welcoming, non-threatening and nurtures the relationships that are being
created in the room.
The empowering underlying belief that “nothing about us without us is for us” really helps people to
understand that they do have rights to be involved and that we should be looking at ways to make
this happen as a society. The facilitation team work very hard to support all the commissioners to be
able to take part in this process in ways that are manageable for them. We recognize and understand
that people who are suffering poverty and multiple disadvantage have to deal with many difficult
issues and can have unstable lifestyles that affect their ability to be involved. We do not exclude those
who have engagement needs and work closely one to one to build trust and strong relationships with
them so that they feel comfortable that they will not be judged by us if they are struggling due to
personal circumstance. We have built our trust with commissioners by sharing our own experiences
and opening up to them in the same ways we are asking them to open up to us – making ourselves
vulnerable and encouraging others in the commission to do the same. This enables people to see
beyond the differences and perceptions they have of people and start to draw on the similarities and
build new informed opinions of each other.
“I now know that I am not alone. I have Salford Poverty Truth Commission as my family and my
support network – so I have a positive mind set now.” Alain Bougain, grassroots Commissioner
We have a strong respect for peoples emotional wellbeing and mental health when we are working
with them and have recognized that for some this process is forcing them to accept traumatic events
they have been through and at times hearing someone’s story has made another person realise that
they too had experienced the same trauma and that they had never realized it before because they
were blocking it. It has been essential to provide emotional support and listening on a one to one
basis with commissioners after they have spoken about their experiences as people were struggling
with the feelings that it had stirred up inside them or the memories that it had brought. It quickly
became evident that for those sharing their personal experiences this was a healing process. It has
been our responsibility to protect the emotional wellbeing of these people and those listening by
preparing them for the feelings they may experience, for the public backlash that they may face,
supporting them by walking side by side through it, providing sign posting, pulling together resources
within the group and not pushing them to share more than they are ready to.
“The unique nature of this as a way of working. The importance of spending time to build trust and
establish relationships. A change in my style – take time to listen and be guided by the personal
experience and don’t jump straight to solutions.” Debbie Brown, Salford City Council
Being available to listen, be positive and give our time to commissioners outside of the commission
meeting has helped us build good relationships with them that will last long after this process. It
shows them that we are not treating them like service users and we truly have a passion and belief for
what we are working on. This encourages honesty and trust allowing people to speak very openly
about very personal things, allowing us to have a much better understanding of the barriers people
face and the needs they have. They have a confidence in us that we would not abuse their time or
misuse their voice or the process for our own personal agendas and this means that they engage at a
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much higher level with us than they do with any other agencies. Commissioners are confident to take
on more opportunities and access meetings and processes that they previously believed they knew
nothing about. This is because we understand and support their needs as individuals. Several
commissioners have started to engage in projects with our organisations and have done things like
speaking in public or in the media which they had never done before.
Our approach of grassroots led ownership in our facilitation methods means that we are not imposing
an agenda or leading discussions and actions, we work to ensure everyone in the room has the
opportunity to contribute to discussions and is supported to be able to do so. We manage discussions
using participatory methods and start all sessions with an ice breaker that aims to get everyone
involved and taking part. We do not make decisions for the commission or speak on their behalf we
always support them to make those decisions themselves as a group and enable them to represent
themselves in ways identified by them.
What did not work, and why?
As the process is organic and grassroots led there was no prior agenda other than the broad timeline
and expected outcomes.
We recognize that we needed more tech support to capture full coverage of the launch event and edit
it into a high quality video – it is important to capture the launch for those who are taking part. The
launch is something they are very proud of.
Originally we had planned to hold Mad Pride in September 2017 but had to postpone the event to
2018 whilst organizing practicalities such as insurance and planning permissions. We now have the
support of the council and the date has been approved.
There were some public life commissioners who joined the process but then were not able to make
the meetings on a regular basis due to their engagement schedule.
What were the biggest challenges / obstacles to success?
Helping people maintain their emotional wellbeing when facing the injustices they have suffered.
When people identified traumatic events that they have been through it has started a deep personal
process of self understanding, acceptance and healing.
In Salford a deep mistrust has built over the years within the community - of the motives and
intentions of the city council, institutions and those in power. This makes it difficult at times to engage
people into work and discussions with these decision makers as they do not always have trust in the
integrity of consultation to be honest and share. This is why the most Poverty Truth Commissions are
facilitated by recognized community empowerment/development organizations.
“I think the biggest challenge was to ensure that everyone in the group were viewed as equal – this
was key to allowing the Poverty Truth Commission to flourish.” Tom Tasker
Commissioners from within business and public life find it difficult to open up and share honestly as
they are afraid to make themselves vulnerable to public criticism and even organizational reprimand.
In order for the process to have a deep and meaningful impact and for people to be confident in their
involvement the business and public life commissioners need to be coming from a position of power
and need to have permission to fully engage in the process.
“Opening up around people you initially did not know. This did change during the process of the
Commission.” Mike Kelly, grassroots Commissioner
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Managing the expectations, discussions and facilitating collective action amongst such a large group
of people with mixed abilities, in an organic ‘group led’ way can at times be challenging – especially
when participants are vulnerable or troubled . This is why it’s important for facilitators to be aware of
the needs of each individual, be skilled at conflict management within a team, be good at listening
and observing body language so as to flag up any underlying worries before they become problems.
“Finding the focus where we could genuinely make a difference – keep the actions achievable.”
Debbie Brown, Public Life Commissioner
Engaging people more widely in the journey of the commissioners and outcomes of the process.
Did you overcome these? If so, how?
Our facilitation methods have helped us to start this process from the very beginning based on trust
and equality, we work to be the example and encourage culture change by encouraging
understanding, being compassionate and treating everyone as equals. We develop creative activities
to stimulate discussion in an inclusive and participatory way.
“The key to success has been through the people in the Commission who have contributed at every
stage. Having ‘independent’ sponsors allowed the agenda to be developed without vested
interests.” Tom Tasker, Public Life Commissioner
The commission developed a working sub group that met monthly to manage the digital
communications, developing their own video content, blogs and social media content to share the
work of the commission. 2 commissioners attended digital communications training with Mad Lab
and Salford CVS to help us develop further the website and word press.
It has been a testament to the team facilitators high level of emotional awareness and dedicated
support to each individual that 27 of the commissioners have maintained their engagement for the
entirety of the process and have been able to do so in a safe and healthy way.
Some commissioners have found it very difficult even just to hear another person’s experience as it
has triggered unwanted feelings and in these situations we were able to sign post individuals to
available support in the community to ensure they can move through their feelings positively even if
they did not continue moving forward with the commission.
5 Conclusions
Overall, what conclusions can you draw:
About the changes / impact / outcomes which have happened as a result of this work / project?
Culture change has been accelerated as the Commission’s task groups worked on addressing specific
issues in relation to mental health, homelessness and education/learning. This is in part thanks to a
high level of media appearances discussing these issues and support from Joseph Rowntree
Foundation to access new opportunities to share our messages much wider than Salford and
contribute to discussions about poverty that have been taking place nationally.
“The timing of the Commission in Salford was just right and served as a focal point for the issue
owned by the people.” Debbie Brown, Salford City Council
As a result of this project there have been many stones thrown that are now rippling out into wider
engagement within the community and away from the commission. The commission is a very
empowering process for everyone involved and it has an impact not only on the individuals involved
but on the group and the wider community too. The feeling of empowerment that it creates enables
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people to heal and progress their lives forward with a passion for helping others to empower
themselves too. The benefits and Impact of this process will continue long past the funding period.
“I have personally overcome many challenges which I have faced and am extremely proud of. I will
go away and try my upmost to take what I have learned through the process back to my area and
my work and maintain the relationships that have been made!” Laura Kendall, grassroots
commissioner
There is a lot of value in helping one person at a time and giving time to each and every person to
enable them to work through their personal issues and worries. This enables them to engage
positively and feel hopeful that their life can change. Once you have hope this gives you motivation to
take up opportunities, see the best in yourself and want better. It has enabled several commissioners
to resolve their issues and make better decisions for themselves, learn better coping strategies and
identify the resources around them. Through the relationships built up commissioners have been able
to help and support each other as individuals helping build new networks of support around that
person.
Throughout this process we are working with social responsibility and working to add social value to
the project by continuing to use community based venues and spend our funds within the local
community through community businesses.
“It was amazing, frightening, crazy, strange and wonderful. I will miss it.” Pete Simms
”It has been a profound, life changing experience for me personally.” Patrick Philpot
 About the way that it was done?
The Commission has already demonstrated the value of a highly participatory and relationship-based
approach to co-production. By investing significant amount of time into building personal
relationships of trust and honesty, the process has broken down barriers between grassroots and
public life Commissioners. In so doing it has enabled a much deeper level of understanding of the
impact of poverty in a genuinely holistic and people-centred way.
“It was amazing and I’m bowled over by the passion and dedication of the group. Makes me proud
to live in Salford. People here rock!” Rebecca Long-Bailey
6 Recommendations
From your evaluation, what recommendations can you make about how you or others could do
similar work in the future?
The Poverty Truth Commission values and approach deserve to be recognised and built into all public
and private institutions engaged in tackling poverty in its broadest sense, within Salford, and across
the UK.
As was the case in both Glasgow and Leeds, their initial Poverty Truth Commissions have been
followed up by further Commissions, set up with a new group of Commissioners who have chosen to
work together on a new set of priorities. The commission and its supporters have expressed that they
would like to see this work continue with a new group as well as develop a network of poverty truth
ambassadors within Salford.
Since the Salford Poverty Truth Commission began there have been 5 more Poverty Truth
Commissions set up in West Cheshire, Wolverhampton, Morecambe Bay, Dundee and Stockton on
Tees. There have been expressions of interest in developing Poverty Truth Commissions in Tameside,
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Rochdale and Oldham. Ultimately, it would warrant exploration at a GM-wide level and we and the
commissioners have been discussing this with Andy Burnham the Manchester City Mayor.
The Poverty Truth process is one that should be led by the experiences and ideas of those who are
directly affected by poverty. Those are the people who have the solutions and the ability to create
change in their lives and communities. Bringing them together with decision makers and influencers
enables a sharing of resources to find new and innovative ways of working together to eradicate
poverty from Salford. This is a successful model of co production.
Being impartial from the local council/decision makers means that in the first instance a trust can be
built that enables an honesty and confidence in the process that the council can then work to build on
through positive engagement and collaboration with commissions.
When working with people who are living with multiple disadvantage, ill health, poverty, mental
health etc it is important that you provide adequate support to them as they start to feel empowered
and offer more of their time for action. Often with volunteering, people become the usual suspects
who are asked to take on a lot of tasks and put themselves in the public eye and if they are not
confident to be assertive it can become an overwhelming burden that has a negative effect on their
wellbeing. It is not possible to take on every request a commission receives and facilitators should not
push a commission to take part in things, decisions should be made by the commission themselves
and supported by facilitators.
7 Financial information
Please tell us:








Your original budget estimate
£38,601 (12 months) £67,552 over 21 months
How much Innovation Fund grant you told us that you needed
£25,000
How much you had spent when the project was completed
£64,789 (NB Still awaiting one or two final invoices)
How much Innovation Fund grant did you claim (submit an invoice)
£25,000
Please account for any over / under spending on your project.
The process has had many unexpected outcomes and expenses such as an additional 12
meetings in 12 months for the digital communication group, invites to speak at meetings and
events meant that commissioners and facilitators were committing a lot more time than was
planned in the beginning. Despite these extra expenses we have managed to still keep within
the budget.
Any savings that have arisen as a direct result of this project
We believe that there would have been many social savings as a direct result of this project
but at present we do not have the skills within the team to collate or evaluate this accurately.
Should there be another round of the commission process in the future then we would like to
seek support from the CCG and research organisations to try and put measures in place for
collecting this information.
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8 Feedback
Do you have any thoughts / feedback on the Innovation Fund scheme
Funding from the Innovation Fund has been invaluable in delivering this project. The flexibility of
the scheme has enabled us to deliver a highly innovative project. The confidence the CCG showed
in funding the Commission was also critical in securing additional funding from a variety of other
sources. It has however at times been difficult to report back the full impact of the work as
emotional impact and culture change is not easily measurable using a traditional evaluation
framework, and it does not make sense in this context to provide any quantitative feedback.
We would like it recognised that projects that focus on working with small numbers of individuals
in a person centred way are extremely worthwhile, often leading to individuals going forward to
take many actions and inspire and help others for many years past the funding period.

Completed by (name & job title)

Niall Cooper, Director

Church Action on Poverty
28 Sandpiper Court
Contact details (Organisation address / email / telephone Modwen Road
number) Salford M5 3EZ
niallc@church-poverty.org.uk
0161 872 9294
Date

19 December 2017

Review / Decision by sponsoring group
Name of sponsoring group:
Date evaluation reviewed :
One-off project
☐

Consider for recurrent funding in its
current form
☐
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A typical meeting of the full commission

This is the logo for our mental health awareness event that will run in June 2018. The logo was designed and
created by students at Salford City College.
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Commissioners Patrick and Tom embrace each other during the final celebration event. They have formed a
bond and a new understanding of each other throughout this process that began when Tom gave Patrick a
lift home. Tom has been able to support and signpost Patrick to help during times of crisis with mental
health and addiction, because of the trust they have developed.

Alain and Rebecca Long Bailey MP at an informal gathering to help commissioners get to know each other. A
poignant moment for Alain as he shared it was the first time in 10 years of living in Salford that anyone with
power had listened to him about his asylum hell. He was also surprised as in Cameroon delegates like
Rebecca are seen to be ‘untouchable’ and do not mix with everyday people.
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Commissioners BBQ held at Age UK Critchley House. Informal gatherings like this are an important part of
the relationship building at a ‘human level’. Meeting together in their ‘leisure time’ rather than ‘work time’
to share food and conversation.

Tha Salford Poverty Truth Commission Launch Event 2016 and the underneath photo from the 2017 Our
Story So Far Event show how far the commission have come in terms of their relationships with each other.
Both of these events had more than 150 attendees from all walks of life.
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Media coverage:

A quarter of Salford children live in poverty:
Manchester Evening News, 15 February 2017
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/how-city-tackling-poverty-giving-11457050

Free birth certificates for homeless a step in right direction thanks to
Salford help group: Mancunian Matters, 21 October 2017
http://www.mancunianmatters.co.uk/content/211077014-free-birth-certificates-homeless-step-rightdirection-thanks-salford-help-group

How a city is tackling poverty by giving a voice to its poorest citizens: Daily
Mirror, 2 November 2017
http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/quarter-children-live-povertysalford-12609243
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Patrick’s story

One of the commissioners, Patrick Philpott, has shared his story, telling how he came to be
involved in the project and what it meant for him and for Salford.
I left prison with £4.20 and did not receive my first benefits for 16 weeks. I went to a food
bank and a breakfast drop in centre, and there I came across a project involving Church
Action on Poverty, and that’s when I heard about Salford Poverty Truth Commission.
At the moment there are nine poverty truth commissions running or being set up in the UK,
and I am a commissioner on the Salford one. Poverty truth commissions, to me, are the
missing link. They are about real people, who can make a difference, and who have the right
values and they look at the source of poverty not just the outcome.
The first meeting I went to was at Salford University and as an ex-offender I just didn’t feel
worthy of even being there. But I saw an opportunity to make lifestyle changes and by being
engaged with a diverse group of good-living people, I knew there was an opportunity to
maintain a bit of consistency.
The commission had 15 people who have been in poverty and 15 people who are in what we
call public life. To me, it was an absolute privilege to be in a room full of such normal people
and good-living people. I was made very welcome and I think I was an addition to the
diversity of the group. In a way, it was easy for me because I had nothing else to be doing.
The meetings were a highlight for me, a day out.
The thing that impressed me was the whole thing had the support of the Bishop and the
Mayor of Salford. That’s my two biggest interests, faith and politics, I am committed to both.
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From the outset, for everything we achieved, we were blending a bit of faith and a bit of
politics.
We have assembly meetings once a month and between that there are little activities. My first
one was when I was invited to speak at St Clement’s Church in Salford. I went to speak at the
church with a GP on the group and frankly I felt out of place, but there was nothing but
encouragement and support and they valued my experience of having lived in abject poverty
for quite a long time.
It certainly brought down stigma and barriers for me. The doctor drove me back to my bail
hostel and I felt ashamed of my past, but there was no judgment. I was made to feel part of
something, and it was the first time in my life I felt part of something worthwhile and
meaningful. It’s the most talented group of people I have ever met in my life. It’s not party
political or religious, it’s just about people understanding that people care and need help.
I had been out of mainstream society for a long time, and I was watching the approach the
group took. I saw a group that had potential to have an influence in different areas of society,
and they started knocking on doors gently. Personally, at times, I would have been inclined to
kick the door down, but this helped me make the adjustments I needed to make for myself,
and the simple approach worked.
You can feel the love growing in the group, and see people’s commitment. It’s very simple
and it’s what’s lacking, not just in relation to poverty but in British society – simple love and
understanding.
I have been in Salford on and off since 1974, and the day we met Salford council was
unbelievable. Now there has been a change in ethic. They have changed the way they do debt
collection and we can meet people face to face again. They have waived charges when people
who are homeless need a copy of their birth certificate, and we have produced a guide for
people who are sleeping on the streets. There’s some tremendous help out there but some
charities have almost become industries. Our approach is about individuals. We care for
people’s lives, and where people have been broken or are in despair, we care as individuals
and as a group.
I honestly believe social care is just about Christian values – not theology or doctrine, but just
unconditional love, kindness, compassion and humility. We can’t all have ten jobs and four
careers. The truth is, people in poverty must be understood and respected and we have a
moral obligation as human beings, if we see someone less fortunate, to say ‘I can lend a
hand’.
I am not naïvely thinking we can change the world overnight, but if anybody anywhere else
needed motivation, just look at what we have achieved in Salford.
My association in Salford covers five decades, and some of the changes I have seen have
been a gradual race to the bottom. But this is something that works and it can bring
tremendous hope. And people, not just in Salford, should watch this space.
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